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PHARMAKEIA

ALSO THIS MONTH

T imothy G raves /P aradise P ress

Timothy Graves is a British author who was
shortlisted for the LGBT-celebrating Polari
First Book Prize for his 2010 debut Homo
Jihad – a memorable story of a love triangle
played out against the backdrop of the 2005
London bombings.
The Middle Eastern love interests of Homo
Jihad are reflected again in Pharmakeia –
notably in the art collector Jean-Baptiste
Lebeau-Chevalier (better known as Belial),
who the main protagonist Mahvand
describes as “a Saudi Arabian sex God”
when he first sees him speaking at a London
literary soirée. A budding young gay comics
artist of Iranian descent who longs to get out
of his job in a Soho book shop, Mahvand is
led by Belial through the dark underbelly of
London’s art scene, with all the drugs and
sex that comes with it. Along the way there
is much comedy relief from Mahvand’s
cockney grandmother whom he lives with,
and many other personalities about town;
including Candy Darling, a no nonsense Geordie transsexual.
Mostly irreverent and occasionally shocking, Pharmakeia is a romp of a read, though
thematically, it isn’t as thought provoking as Homo Jihad, but Graves’ use of vastly colourful
characters and communities cements him as a strong gay novelist to take notice of.

AND THEN THERE WERE THREE:
SIXTY-SEVEN LETTERS TO SASHA

MASTER OF CEREMONIES
J oel G rey /F latiron B ooks

Broadway legend Joel Grey releases
his memoir Master of Ceremonies
on 16 February. The actor is well
remembered for starring as the
Emcee in Cabaret, both on stage and
in the movie with Liza Minnelli, for
which he won the Academy Award.
But, he has also starred in the original
casts of such iconic musicals as
Chicago and Wicked. The book narrates
Grey’s life both in and out of the
limelight; through liaisons, affairs,
a 24 year marriage, and finally, his
decision to come out as gay in 2015.

J ulia G. F ox /D og E ar P ublishing

Russian born poet Julia Fox is based on the
American East Coast, but returns to her
roots in this letter-based memoir about her
husband’s relationship with another man.
After learning of gay oppression in the
Ukraine in recent years, her husband George admits to having had a relationship with a young
man called Sasha when he studied there some twenty-five years previous. A combination of
concern and curiosity leads them to track the man down and the trio embark on a somewhat
polyamorous relationship. Fox tells the entire story through sixty-seven letters, all addressed to
Sasha, in an oddly interesting extended love note.

THE BIGGEST LOVER: BIG-BONED MEN’S EROTICA
FOR CHUBS AND CHASERS
E d . R J ackson /B ear B ones B ooks

Obviously, erotic fiction is not to everyone’s liking, but if it is your
thing, you’ll be aware of how much of it is published weekly –
particularly with the rise of eBooks and self-publishing. And, if
you like your men a little bigger, you might just enjoy The Biggest
Lover – a collection of short stories about bigger guys and their
admirers, released this Valentine’s Day.
“Not every gay man is obsessed with twinks who list the
number of visible rib bones on their Grindr profile,” the editor
writes in his preface, and indeed you won’t find any Tom Daley
types here. The scenarios are just as sexy as more traditional
erotica, but the sex scenes are well and truly ALL about that bass.

WHEN EVERYTHING FEELS LIKE
THE MOVIES

R aziel R eid /A rsenal P ulp P ress

24-year-old Raziel Reid releases his
debut novel When Everything Feels
Like the Movies on Valentine’s Day.
It’s inspired by the heart-breaking
event from 2008 when American
schoolboy Larry King was shot at
point-blank range by a boy in his
class, because he had asked him to
be his Valentine. The novel takes
Larry’s voice and explores the life of
the boy behind the tragedy. It’s brave,
powerful, and can hopefully go some
way towards helping young readers
understand gender and sexuality.
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